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Alex, it turned out, was a makeup artist as well as an electronics expert. He had transformed Serena into some kind of avant-garde librar-

ly. Blue, in a stroke of genius, had been done up as a white-faced mime,

“All set?”
Blake looked at himself in the mirror one last time, then nod-

latest disguise was complete.

As the appointed time drew nearer, the tension in the apartment
mounted. Mac made a point of burning incense and playing recordings
and gentle rain sounds. In the kitchen, Gully had turned on a small
television. Wandering in, Blake found him watching a local newscast
entrance. In the background, Blake could see the white tent where the
scene had been calm and orderly before, the area was now crowded and
chaotic, with many more people milling about. In the background, a
low chant could be heard:

“Reverend Lawson, your group has been the model of good behavior
up until now. But clearly, the atmosphere is becoming more charged.
“I think people are understandably upset that the government permits this festival of paganism and, frankly, Satanism, to go on, year
after year,” said the minister hoarsely. “No one wants disorder. But if
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this untenable situation to exist.”
the correspondent asked.

protesters being pushed against the cyclone fence by a group of police

just gained another sideshow.”

Before they headed out to the park, Gully drew Blue aside. “As promised, our friend has been in touch,” he said softly.
“What does he have?”

of Federal undercover operatives located in each of the indicated spots.

“I have an absolutely awful feeling about this—I wish you would simply cancel the speech!”
Maxwell Fish looked at his wife and sighed. As a former legal

is the time to get this out—we both know that.”
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learns about this secondhand, it will give the right-wing media time
to pick it apart, start smearing the source and me, begin dropping innuendoes about phony recordings and hidden motives. No, this has to
come straight from my mouth.”

few people out there with illegal recording devices, although of course
“I know all that.” His wife shivered. “I just have a premonition.
Fish glanced at the closed door leading to the living room, where
his four-man Secret Service contingent was stationed—ostensibly to
ditions of his house arrest.

the fate of one individual.”

tightly.
“I love you so much,” she whispered.
“I love you too, darling,” he said, squeezing her hand in return.
“Have faith.”

can move forward with both assignments.”

